From boy to man: recommendations for the transition process in haemophilia.
Haemophilia is a life-long genetic disorder most often diagnosed in early childhood which results in bleeding into deep tissues and can result in arthropathy and, rarely, other serious complications. As a result of the natural physical and cognitive development in children, combined with the manner in which haemophilia is treated, there is a continuous process of changes in the approach to patient management, which collectively are called transitional issues. It is important to point out that while some traditional definitions of transition are limited to the stage when an adolescent becomes an adult and how the mode and delivery of care change during this time, a broader definition incorporating all the changes that occur from birth through adulthood will be described in this article. As such, transition should be thought of as a continuous process, though for the sake of clarity and practicality, we will divide the process into several phases. The transition issues to be discussed will be divided into medical issues and psychosocial issues, though there is clearly overlap between the two. A well-developed transition plan from birth to adulthood for patients with haemophilia facilitates the necessary change from total dependence on caregivers to complete independence by the time one reaches 18 years of age.